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Dynamics of vorticity stretching
and breakup of isolated viscoelastic
droplets in an immiscible viscoelastic matrix

Abstract The eﬀect of droplet elasticity on transient deformation of
isolated droplets in immiscible
polymer blends of equal viscosity
was investigated. In terms of
the deformation parameter,
Def*=a*)c/a*+c where a* and c
are apparent drop principal axes, it
undergoes two cycles of positive
oscillations before reaching a negative value, followed by one cycle of
oscillation before attaining a steady
state negative value. This behavior
was observed when Capillary number, Ca, was varied between 3 and 9
at a ﬁxed Weissenber number, Wi, of
0.31, and when Ca number was held
ﬁxed at 8 and Wi number was varied
between 0.21 and 0.40. In another

Introduction
For Newtonian polymer blends in a simple shear ﬂow,
the morphology of the minor (or droplet) phase is governed mainly by two dimensionless parameters: the viscosity ratio, i.e., the ratio of droplet viscosity to matrix
viscosity; and the capillary number, the ratio of viscous
to interfacial forces (Taylor 1932, 1934):
Ca ¼

Do c_ gm
2C

ð1Þ

where c_ gm is the viscous shear stress, with c_ the shear
rate and gm the matrix viscosity, Do is initial droplet
diameter, and G is the interfacial tension.
A steady applied shearing ﬂow that is not so fast as to
lead to droplet rupture will eventually stretch a droplet

blend of relatively lower Wi number
of 0.21, one cycle of oscillation in
Def* was observed before reaching
steady state negative values when Ca
number was varied between 3 and
14. The steady state Def* varies
inversely with Ca number, with a
stronger dependence for the blend
with higher Wi number. The magnitude of oscillation increases with
increasing Ca and Wi numbers. The
critical Ca was found to be 12 and 14
for the two blends studied; these
values are about 30 times greater
than that of Newtonian blends.
Keywords Viscoelastic droplet Æ
Vorticity stretching Æ Immiscible
blends

into a roughly ellipsoidal steady-state shape, and the
steady-state degree of deformation, deﬁned as the
deformation parameter Def, is approximately linearly
related to the capillary number as (Taylor 1932, 1934):
Def 

ab
19gr þ 16
¼ Ca
aþb
16gr þ 16

ð2Þ

where a and b are the lengths of the major and minor
axis of the deformed droplet, respectively. Taylor (1934)
predicted that the critical point at which the viscous
force overcomes the interfacial force leading to droplet
breakup occurs at Cac0.5 and Defc0.5 for a steady
(or quasi-steady, if the ﬂow rate is very slowly increased)
simple shearing ﬂow with a viscosity ratio of around
unity. Here, the subscript ‘‘c’’ stands for the critical
condition for breakup. These basic predictions have
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been conﬁrmed and reﬁned in a number of detailed
single-droplet experiments (Rumscheid and Mason
1961; Grace 1982; Bentley and Leal 1986; Guido and
Villone 1998). However, when the viscosity ratio is
higher than four, no breakup can be observed (Grace
1982). These results show that for Newtonian ﬂuids,
droplet deformation and breakup is strongly inﬂuenced
by viscosity ratio, a result that emphasizes the importance of controlling this parameter carefully in any attempt to study the eﬀects of other factors, such as
viscoelasticity, on droplet deformation and breakup.
The above results were obtained for Newtonian
droplets and matrix ﬂuids; however, most polymers are
viscoelastic under normal processing conditions, and so
elasticity of the droplet and matrix phases should be an
important factor aﬀecting the behavior of droplets under
a ﬂow ﬁeld. It has long been noticed, for example, that in
blends of viscoelastic polymer melts, the steady-state
average droplet size that results from breakup and
coalescence of droplets under shear corresponds to a
much higher capillary number than is seen in blends of
Newtonian liquids at comparable viscosity ratios. Wu
(1987) observed, for example, that the steady-state
droplet size in extruded viscoelastic polymer blends at a
viscosity ratio of unity is around ten times higher than
would be obtained for Newtonian components at the
same viscosity and at the same shear rate. Lerdwijitjarud
et al. (2002) found that in blends of 20% polystyrene in
polyethylene sheared in a rheometer, the steady-state
droplet size corresponded to a capillary number ranging
from 2 to 30, depending on the relative magnitudes of
the normal stress diﬀerences in the droplet and matrix
phases and on the viscosity ratio. These capillary numbers are from 4 to 80 times higher than the critical
capillary number for breakup of a Newtonian droplet in
a Newtonian matrix. While it might be thought that this
large increase in droplet size and hence capillary number
could be due in part to coalescence eﬀects present in
blends, Lerdwijitjarud et al. (2003) showed recently that
in a 20% blend of a Newtonian liquid in a Newtonian
matrix the steady-state capillary number is actually
lower than the critical capillary number for breakup of
an isolated droplet, i.e., the disturbances to the ﬂow
produced by the presence of the other droplets enhances
breakup of a given droplet to an extent that more than
oﬀsets any increase in droplet size due to coalescence.
Thus, the high steady-state capillary numbers observed
in blends of viscoelastic polymers must be attributed to
the role of viscoelasticity.
Elasticity in the droplet or matrix phase can be
quantiﬁed by the Weissenberg number Wi, a ratio of
elastic to viscous forces, which we here will estimate
using either the ﬁrst normal stress diﬀerence N1 or
elastic modulus G¢ as a measure of the elastic forces and
the shear stress as a measure of the viscous forces. Like
the capillary number, the Weissenberg number increases

with increasing shear rate, since elastic forces generally
increase with shear rate more rapidly than do viscous
forces. For a given droplet size, Wi and Ca are qualitatively proportional to each other; however, since Ca
depends on droplet diameter and Wi does not, these two
dimensionless numbers can be varied independently by
varying both the shear rate and the droplet size for a
given pair of viscoelastic ﬂuids. Since both phases can be
elastic, there are two Weissenberg numbers, the droplet
Weissenberg number Wid and the matrix Weissenberg
number Wim. Since the elastic stresses in the droplet
depend on the strength of the ﬂow in the droplet, which
is, in turn dependent on the viscosity ratio (more viscous
droplets have weaker internal ﬂows), it is clear that in
general there is a coupling between the viscosity ratio
and the strength of the elastic forces in the droplet. To
minimize this inﬂuence, in what follows, we will work
with ﬂuids having viscosity ratios near unity, and use the
macroscopic shear rate to characterize the ﬂow inside
the droplet. That is, following the work of Lerdwijitjarud et al. (2002), we will not attempt to use the actual
ﬂow in the droplet to estimate the droplet Weissenberg
number, but will characterize the elasticity of the droplet
using Wid deﬁned by the droplet ﬂuid properties at the
macroscopic shear rate measured on the pure droplet
ﬂuid in a rheometer.
Recently, single viscoelastic droplets in Newtonian or
viscoelastic matrices have been observed microscopically
in simple shearing ﬂows. Lerdwijitjarud et al. (2003)
observed deformation and breakup of isolated droplets
of weakly elastic ﬂuid (Wid £ 0.02) in a Newtonian
matrix, and found that droplet elasticity produces a
slight (up to around 20%) increase in Cac, the critical
capillary number for droplet breakup. The breakup
mechanism appeared to be similar to that in a Newtonian ﬂuid; i.e., the droplet deformed increasingly in the
ﬂow direction as the shear rate was gradually increased,
until breakup occurred. Elasticity of the droplet produced a reduction in the degree of deformation at any
given shear rate and a greater critical deformation at
breakup, resulting in a higher Cac. However, at the
highest Weissenberg number, this eﬀect appeared to be
saturating, leading to only a modest increase in Cac.
Mighri et al. (1998) investigated the inﬂuence of
elastic properties on droplet deformation and on the
critical shear rate, or critical capillary number Cac for
breakup. The deformed elastic droplet was roughly
spheroidal with slightly sharpened edges while a Newtonian droplet retained smooth curved ends. Mighri
et al. (1998) reported that the degree of droplet deformation, the critical shear rate for breakup, and the
breakup time after startup of shearing increased with
increasing elasticity ratio between the droplet and the
matrix ﬂuids. They deﬁned the elasticity ratio, k¢, as the
ratio of the Maxwell relaxation time (k) of the droplet
phase to that of the matrix phase, where k=N1i/2 c_ 2,
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where N1i is the ﬁrst normal stress diﬀerence. Breakup
occurred by an unsteady deformation of the droplet into
a thin and long thread, followed by end pinching, and
undulations along the droplet surface, ﬁnally resulting in
a series of alternating large and small (or ‘‘satellite’’)
droplets. Moreover, they found that for a low or modest
elasticity ratio, k¢ £ 4, the critical capillary number Cac
for droplet breakup in steady shearing ﬂow increased
with increasing k¢, reaching Cac1.75 at high elasticity
ratio, k¢4, compared to Cac0.5 for Newtonian
droplets. Thus, droplet resistance to deformation and
breakup increases with increasing elasticity ratio of
droplet to matrix phase. While the elasticities of the
droplets studied by Mighri et al. (1998) were higher than
those studied by Lerwijitjarud et al. (2003), the droplets
in both studies deformed in the ﬂow direction, and the
increase in critical capillary number produced by elasticity saturated at a relatively modest values near unity,
far below the steady-state values observed in highly
viscoelastic polymer blends. These studies, and those
described below, suggest that large increases in Cac result from a new mode of droplet deformation and
breakup for highly elastic droplets.
A new, viscoelastic, mode of droplet deformation,
that of droplet extension in the vorticity direction (perpendicular to both the shear and shear gradient directions) was apparently ﬁrst reported for an elastic
polymer droplet in a polymer matrix by Bartram et al.
(1975). An apparently related phenomenon of widening
of an extended viscoelastic droplet in a highly viscoelastic matrix was later observed by Levitt et al. (1996),
who suggested that there is a relationship between the
second normal stress diﬀerence of droplet and matrix
phase and the degree of widening. Hobbie and Migler
(1999) studied dilute emulsions of viscoelastic droplets in
viscoelastic matrices at high shear rate and also observed
elongation of the droplet in the vorticity direction at
c_ 3280 s)1 for viscosity ratio gr=1.8. By extrapolating
data at high shear rates to lower rates, they obtained
critical capillary numbers for droplet vorticity alignment
of around 53, 13, and 11 for viscosity ratios, gr, of 1.8,
22, and 240, respectively. The increase in critical capillary number for vorticity alignment with viscosity ratio
is consistent with a mechanism involving droplet elasticity, since a higher droplet viscosity would require a
higher external ﬂow rate to attain the same internal ﬂow
rate within the droplet, which would be needed to
maintain a high elasticity of the droplet ﬂuid.
Migler (2000) observed the deformation of highly
elastic droplets in a polymeric matrix under a shear ﬂow.
The viscosity ratio was near unity, but the elasticity ratio
of the droplet to the matrix was higher than 100; that is,
the matrix phase was nearly Newtonian under the conditions of the experiments. In a weak shear and for small
droplets [Ca<5], the droplet orientation was found to
be along the ﬂow direction, whereas in a strong shear

and for large droplets [Ca >5], the orientation was
along the vorticity axis with a broad distribution of aspect ratios.
Mighri and Huneault (2001) studied the deformation
and breakup of a single droplet of viscoelastic Boger
ﬂuid in a Newtonian matrix, sheared in a transparent
Couette ﬂow cell. At low shear rate, they found that the
steady-state deformation increased with shear rate as
expected, but above a critical shear rate [Ca5] the deformed drop began contracting in the ﬂow direction and
changed its orientation to the vorticity axis. With further
increases in shear rate, this elongation in the vorticity
direction increased until breakup ﬁnally occurred at a
capillary number no higher than Ca35. They proposed
that the critical shear stress for reorientation of the
droplet in the vorticity direction was probably related to
the values of the ﬁrst and second normal stress diﬀerences and their dependencies on shear rate. They also
suggested that this reorientation occurred because of a
the ﬂow-induced circulatory ﬂow in the droplet that
produced an elastic circular hoop stress in the plane
containing the shear and the shear gradient directions
that squeezed ﬂuid out along the axis perpendicular to
this plane, that is, along the vorticity axis (Hobbie and
Migler 1999; Migler 2000). They surmised that in a
startup of a steady shearing ﬂow, the deforming viscous
stress rapidly reached steady state, but the normal
stresses generated by the dispersed phase required a
longer time, which caused a gradual increase in droplet
elongation along vorticity axis until either a steady-state
deformation was reached or breakup occurred. When a
droplet was highly stretched in the vorticity direction,
they observed small rocking instabilities in the velocity
gradient direction causing the two ends of the droplet to
sample signiﬁcantly diﬀerent velocities periodically,
which ultimately tore apart the droplet into two or more
smaller drops.
In our work reported below, we take a further step
towards understanding the behavior of commercial
blends by using elastic polymer melts for both the
droplet phase and the matrix phase. To neutralize any
eﬀect of variations in the viscosity ratio, we choose pairs
of commercial polymers whose viscosity ratios remain
relatively constant near unity when shear rate is varied.
Using a ﬂow cell mounted on an optical microscope, we
observe the transient deformations of isolated droplets
after startup of steady shear ﬂow between parallel disks.
By varying droplet size and shear rate, the eﬀects of
capillary number and elasticity (or droplet Weissenberg
number) are isolated and investigated at ﬁxed viscosity
ratio very near unity. Our ﬁndings conﬁrm those of
Mighri and Huneault, who used nearly Newtonian matrix ﬂuids, but, in addition, we ﬁnd that when both the
droplet ﬂuid and the matrix ﬂuid are highly elastic,
droplet deformations during start-up of steady shearing
show large oscillations before reaching steady state.
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Experiments

then placed between the top and the bottom disks of the ﬂow cell,
both of which were brought into contact with the sample, which
was then heated to the testing temperature.

Materials
High density polyethylene and polystyrene (suppliers and grades
given in Table 1) were used as matrix and droplet phases, respectively. Both polystyrene grades were obtained from the manufacturers in the form of ﬂake; they were crushed and size-selected by
passing the ﬂakes through a 425-mm sieve. To eliminate volatile
components, all polymers were heated to around 80 C under
vacuum for 12 h. The polymer blend systems and their experimental temperatures are listed in Table 2.
Rheological characterization
Each polymer was molded into a disk, 25 mm in diameter and
1 mm thick by using a compression mold (Wabash, model V50H18-CX) at 145 C for HDPE1 and PS1, and at 135 C for HDPE2
and PS2 under a force of 10 tons. We used a cone-and-plate rheometer (Rheometrics Scientiﬁc: Model ARES, 25-mm plate diameter with cone angle 0.1 rad) to obtain viscosities and ﬁrst normal
stress diﬀerences of the pure polymers. From the rheological
properties of pure polymers at various temperatures, the desired
pairs of polymers and operating temperatures were selected for
further study; and their steady-state viscosities and ﬁrst normal
stress diﬀerences as functions of shear rate are shown in Fig. 1a,b.
At low shear rates, the ratio of droplet-to-matrix ﬁrst normal stress
diﬀerences N1r of system B could not be precisely determined due
to the force-measurement limitations of the rheometer. However, in
the low-shear-rate and low-frequency regimes, N1(_c) is approximately equal to twice G¢ (x) at c_ =x, thus N1r can be estimated by
the corresponding ratio of storage moduli, G¢r. The Weissenberg
number (Wi) of both matrix and dispersed phases at testing conditions is also given in Table 3. The viscosity ratios and G¢ ratios of
the two polymer systems are shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the
stabilities of all polymers to thermal degradation were tested at
their experimental temperatures by measuring the viscosity at a
constant shear rate, 0.5 s)1, for 4 h; in all cases the viscosity values
remain unchanged, allowing us to conduct blend experiments on
each system for periods as long as 4 h.
Observations of an isolated droplet in shearing ﬂow
Shearing apparatus To observe the droplet behaviors in simple
shearing ﬂow, we used a ﬂow cell (Linkam CSS 450, Linkam Scientiﬁc Instruments Ltd., UK) consisting of two transparent quartz
parallel disks mounted on an optical microscope (Leica DMRPX,
Leica Imaging Systems LTd., Cambridge, England), and connected
to a CCD camera (Cohu 4910, Cohu Inc., CA). In addition, the
images were analyzed on a computer using the Scion image software.
Sample preparation HDPE used as the matrix polymer was molded
into a disk 25 mm in diameter and 0.5–1 mm thick by compression
molding at 145 C for HDPE1 and 135 C for HDPE2. Various PS
droplets were introduced into the matrix by using a pin to put a
small amount of PS powder on a HDPE disk, and then covering
this with another HDPE disk to form a sandwich. The sample was

Droplet shape relaxation time We attempted to determine the
interfacial tensions by measuring the deformation parameter Def
(cf. Eq. 2) of a retracting droplet vs time, which is known to decay
exponentially (Luciania et al. 1997; Yamane et al. 1998):
 t
ð3Þ
Def ¼ Defo exp 
s
so that the slope of Def vs t on a semi-log plot can be related the
characteristic relaxation time for a single drop, s. By equating this
characteristic relaxation time to that predicted by the Palierne
model (Eq. 4) (Palierne 1990; Graebling et al. 1993), the apparent
interfacial tension was then calculated from the following relation:
s¼

ð3 þ 2gr Þð16 þ 19gr Þro gm;o
40ð1 þ gr ÞC

ð4Þ

To obtain images of the relaxing droplet after a large strain, the
desired strain was imposed onto a selected drop in the ﬁeld of view
of the microscope which moved the droplet out of the ﬁeld of view,
then the droplet was left to relax for at least 40–50 min (which is
equal to or greater than the droplet relaxation time) to ensure that
the drop had returned to the spherical shape, and then the droplet
was moved back into the ﬁeld of view by imposing the same strain
in the reverse direction. A hundred to 200 images were then recorded (10–20 s per frame) while the droplet relaxed its shape. For
both systems, the droplet size was varied from around 100 lm up
to 400 lm or thereabouts. For system A, with initial drop size of
96 lm, shear rate 0.2 l/s, gr equal to 0.79, and gr equal to 3150 Pas,
the relaxation time of Eq. (3) was 362 s and the corresponding G
was 1.66 mN/m. Figure 3a,b shows that the apparent interfacial
tension values inferred from Eq. (4) increases with the droplet size.
This dependence of apparent interfacial tension on droplet size is
likely caused by the contribution of droplet elasticity to the relaxation of the droplet shape. For large enough droplets, relaxation
should become slow enough that viscoelastic stresses relax too
quickly to inﬂuence droplet shape relaxation and hence the rate of
relaxation is governed by interfacial tension alone. Thus, the
interfacial tension value obtained for large droplets is expected to
be the most accurate. Unfortunately, because of the limitation in
the ratio of a gap width to an initial droplet size, which was kept at
greater than 5, we cannot attain a regime in which the apparent
interfacial tension becomes independent of droplet size; see Fig. 3.
Therefore, the values of the interfacial tension for the polymer
blend systems used in this work were taken from the literature
(Brandrup and Immergut 1989), which are 5.79 mN/m for system
A at 147 C, and 5.92 mN/m for system B at 139 C.
From the optical microscope, the droplet images were captured
only from the top view, i.e., a view containing the ﬂow and vorticity
directions. Since only a projection of the droplet onto the vorticity
plane can be imaged from this view, this view cannot determine
the true lengths of the principal axes, because two of them (those
in the ﬂow and the shear-gradient directions) are not parallel to
the vorticity plane. However, the lengths of these axes can be
determined by using the aﬃne angle of rotation of the droplet in the
plane containing the ﬂow and shear-gradient directions (Larson

Table 1 Properties of polymer
blend components

Polymer

Suppliers

Grade

Mwa

Melt Flow Indexa(g/10 min)

a

PS1
PS2
HDPE1
HDPE2

Polyscience
Polyscience
Bangkok Polyethylene
Aldrich

Cat#18544
Cat#23637
1600J
Cat#42,801–9

50,000
800–5,000
-

14
42

Quoted by the manufacturers
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Table 2 Polymer blend systems
Blend system

Blend components
(drop/matrix)

Temperature (C)

A
B

PS1/HDPE1
PS2/HDPE2

147
139

G
(mN/m)
5.79
5.92

Fig. 1a,b Viscosity g, storage modulus G¢, and ﬁrst normal stress
diﬀerence N1 as functions of shear rate and frequency for each pure
polymer at the temperatures at which the blend experiments were
carried out: a matrix phase HDPE1 at 147 C, g (ﬁlled circles), G¢
(open circles), and N1 (shaded circles), HDPE2 at 139 C, g (ﬁlled
squares) and G¢ (open squares); b droplet phase PS1 at 147 C, g
(ﬁlled triangles), G¢ (open triangles), and N1 (shaded triangles), PS2
at 139 C: g (ﬁlled diamonds) and G¢ (open diamonds)
1999) together with the condition of volume preservation,
Do3=abc (Almusallam et al. 2000).
Although the lengths of the principal axes can be approximated
by using the method mentioned above, for convenience we use the
Table 3 The rheological data
of blend systems

Blend system

Shear rate (s)1)

lengths of the observable axes, shown in Fig. 4, to describe the
behavior of each droplet. Thus, we deﬁne a modiﬁed deformation
parameter Def* as
a  c
ð5Þ
Def  
a  þc
where the asterisk denotes that the deformation parameter is an
apparent one obtained from the droplet image projected onto the
ﬂow-vorticity plane; see Fig. 4.
Transient deformation The deformed shapes were observed as a
function of time from initial to steady-state shapes. Because the
Linkham device has one stationary and one moving plate, a single
droplet cannot be viewed continuously from startup of shearing to
attainment of steady-state shape, since this droplet will pass out of
the viewing plane after imposition of around ten strain units.
However, since the behavior of a given isolated droplet is highly
reproducible, the strain dependence of the deformation can be
determined by combining the results of several experiments. In
experiments of type 1, we ﬁrst move the droplet out of the viewing
window by imposing a shearing strain of less than 40 strain units.
After allowing the droplet to relax its shape for at least 40 min, an
observed shear rate was imposed at the same strain but in opposite
direction, eventually bringing the droplet back into the viewing
window, where it can be observed during deformation. However,
the droplet could not be subjected to a large strain in this type of
experiment, since this would move the droplet again out of the
viewing window. So, to obtain droplet deformation at large strains,
we performed experiments of type 2, in which we sheared continuously, and imaged the droplet each time it passed through the
viewing window in its orbit around the axis of the rotation of the
rotating plate. Typically, one orbit would require around 40 strain
units. To get a clear image of the droplet without a high-speed
camera, we stopped the ﬂow brieﬂy each time the droplet reached
the center of the viewing image and video recorded its shape over a
period of around 1 s, which is a time much too short for the droplet
to relax its shape signiﬁcantly. Then the ﬂow was resumed again
until the droplet again reached the viewing window. By repeating
the experiment on droplets of similar size, which were stopped at
diﬀerent times, we could assemble a consistent curve from multiple
droplets of the droplet deformation versus time at a given shear
rate. In the following, the results from diﬀerent droplets will be
presented using diﬀerent symbols, showing the consistency of results combined from multiple droplets. In each experiment, the
time for one revolution of a droplet was recorded with a stopwatch
along with the time shown on the Linksys program. To avoid
interactions with the plates, the ratio of the gap width to the initial
diameter of a selected drop was kept higher than 10, and only
droplets near the center of the gap were observed. The experiment
was repeated with more than ten droplets with initial diameters
around 75 lm (±10%) were used, and the imposed shear rate was
0.5 s)1. Similar experiments (only type 2) were carried out using
other droplet sizes, 52, 110, and 120 lm, but the same shear rate of
0.5 s)1. To separate the eﬀect of shear rate from that of elasticity,
another set of experiments were carried out on droplets of diﬀerent
sizes [135, 75, and 46 lm] but in which the shear rate varied

Matrix
a

-=Not measurable
a
g unit is Pa.s
b
N1, G’ unit is Pa
c
The Weisenberg number was
calculated from the relation
Wi=(2G¢)/[g(_c). c_ ]

A

B

0.28
0.3
0.5
0.8
1.0

Droplet
b

g

N1

2524
2505
2340
2175
612

403
435
772
1359
-

c

G¢

Wi

135
145
247
400
34.2

0.38
0.39
0.42
0.46
0.11

g

N1

G¢

Wi c

2426
2425
2340
2272
619

936
-

70
79
179
359
64.7

0.21
0.22
0.31
0.40
0.21
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Fig. 4 Schematic drawing of a single drop observed from the
‘‘side’’ and ‘‘top’’ views by optical microscopy, a and b: the long
and short axes of the droplet in the ﬂow-gradient plane, a* : the a
axis projected into the ﬂow direction and c: the principal axis in the
radial direction
inversely with droplet size from 0.28, to 0.5, to 0.8 s)1. In this way
we could vary the viscoelastic forces, which increase with increasing
shear rate, while holding the capillary number ﬁxed at around 8 by
varying the droplet size inversely with the shear rate.

Fig. 2a,b Values of droplet to matrix ratios of viscosity g (ﬁlled
circles), storage modulus G¢ (open circles), and ﬁrst normal stress
diﬀerence N1 (ﬁlled triangles) for: a system A PS1/HDPE1 at
147 C; b system B, PS2/HDPE2 at 139 C

Steady-state deformation and breakup From the transient experiments, the required strain to reach steady state can be determined
and was found to be around 2500 strain units. To determine the
steady-state droplet shape as a function of capillary number, we
carried out experiments up to high strains at two diﬀerent shear
rates and for diﬀerent droplet sizes. The selected shear rates were
0.3 and 0.5 s)1 for system A, and 1 s)1 for system B, which are high
enough that the needed strain could be achieved within an
acceptable time, but not so high that the steady-state droplet shapes
are too small to be imaged clearly. In addition to using these two
shear rates, diﬀerent droplet sizes were chosen to vary the capillary
number at ﬁxed elasticity. After loading a sample, droplets were
allowed to relax to spherical shapes for a period of at least 50 min,
a bit longer than for the transient experiments described earlier,
since some of the droplets used were larger and so needed somewhat longer to relax. A constant shear rate was then applied until a
strain exceeding 2500 strain units had accumulated. When a selected droplet passed through the viewing window, the motor was
stopped for less than a second and a video movie (speed 25 fps) was
then recorded, as described earlier in the description of the experiments measuring transient droplet shapes. To ensure that the
steady state deformation had indeed been attained, we repeated
imaging the same droplet for several more passes of the droplet
through the viewing window over a period of 5 to 10 min. In
addition, after turning oﬀ the ﬂow the droplet shape relaxation was
recorded at a video recording speed of 10–20 s per frame for
approximately 1 h.
When the droplet size was varied at ﬁxed shearing rate, we
found a critical droplet size above which no steady state-shape was
obtained. For these droplets, the unstable shape of the droplet was
recorded with time, by imaging the droplet each time it passed
through the viewing window (as in the experiments discussed earlier), until the droplet broke.

Results and discussion
Deformation in steady shear ﬂow
Observations of droplet deformation
Fig. 3a,b Dependence of apparent interfacial tension value on
droplet size for: a system A; b system B, as inferred from the
Palierne formula, Eq. (4)

We ﬁrst consider system A, in which both matrix and
droplet phases are highly elastic with a G¢ ratio of 0.7 at
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x=0.5 rad/s. A shear rate of 0.5 s)1 and a droplet size of
75 lm (±10%) were selected for study at a well-controlled temperature (147 C). We observed that the shape
of the deformed drop, Def*, under steady shear ﬂow
oscillates before attaining a steady state shape, as shown
in Figs. 5 and 6. We divide the transient deformation into
ﬁve regimes. In the ﬁrst regime, a*, the principle axis
projected in the ﬂow direction, shown in Fig. 5c, oscillates with a periodicity of around 10 s, while c, the length
of the principle axis in the vorticity direction, shown in
Fig. 5d, does not change from its initial value until near
the end of regime 1. From the absence of a variation in c,
we infer that this oscillation may arise from a droplet
tilting or rotation around the vorticity (z) axis as shown
schematically in Fig. 7. Eventually, near the end of regime 1, while it is still tilting or rotating, the droplet
begins to contract in the z-h plane, and the c axis increases slowly. In the second regime, the drop gradually
elongates in the vorticity direction, and after around
500 s (or 250 strain units) elongation in the vorticity
direction reaches its maximum at the end of this regime.
At the maximum |Def*| between the regime 2 and 3, as
shown in Fig. 5a, the c axis is much larger than its initial
value so that c/Do1.35, while the a axis returns to a
length nearly equal to its initial value (Fig. 5c). From
volume conservation, this implies that the droplet is
ﬂattened in the z direction, as shown in Fig. 8. However,
the deformed drop is not stable at this point because in
regime 3, the droplet rapidly contracts in the vorticity
direction; see Fig. 5d. While contracting in the vorticity
Fig. 5 The time-dependent
deformation of 75 (±10%) lmdrops after startup of steady
shear at a rate, 0.5 s)1, for
system A: a Def* vs time on a
log time scale; b Def* vs time on
a linear time scale; c a*/Do vs
time on a log time scale, d c/Do
vs time on a log time scale.
[initial droplet sizes (lm): 76
(ﬁlled circles), 68 (dotted circles), 74 (inverted ﬁlled triangles), 69 (inverted open
triangles), 71 (ﬁlled squares), 85
(dotted squares), 76 (open diamonds), 75 (dotted diamonds),
74 (ﬁlled triangles), 70 (dotted
triangles), and 79 (ﬁlled circles)]

direction and stretching occur along the ﬂow direction,
cusps emerge out of each side of the droplet along the
vorticity axis, as can be seen in Fig. 6k,l. After 1000
strain units have been imposed, the droplet stretches in
the vorticity direction again (regime 4) until a steadystate shape is attained at around 2000 strain units in the
ﬁfth regime, as shown in Fig. 5b.
These phenomena do not occur in system B, whose
droplet and matrix phase elasticities are both lower than
in system A, but whose elasticity ratio of droplet to
matrix phase is higher than in system A, as shown in
Table 3 and Figs. 1 and 2. When a constant shear rate of
0.4 s)1 is applied to system B, the deformation parameter rises rapidly from zero to around 0.09, and then
slowly and roughly exponentially decreases with time
until attaining a steady-state value shown in Fig. 9. This
ﬁnding is similar to that of Mighri and Huneault (2001)
who reported that under a strong shearing ﬂow, an
elastic droplet in a Newtonian matrix rapidly stretches
along the ﬂow direction, and then gradually contracts in
this direction after the ﬁrst normal stress diﬀerence in
the droplet has developed suﬃciently. Our Fig. 9 is very
similar to Fig. 7a of Mighri and Huneault, except that in
the latter, the droplet eventually becomes aligned in the
vorticity rather than in the shear direction, i.e., the
deformation parameter becomes negative. We also obtain negative steady-state values of Def* for system B at
higher values of Ca (as will be presented below). The
similarity between our results for system B in a torsional
plate-plate ﬂow and the results of Mighri and Huneault
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Fig. 8 Sketch of a steady-state deformed droplet

Fig. 9 Time-dependent deformation of a 204-lm droplet under
constant shear rate, 0.4 s)1, for system B
Fig. 6a–p Sequence of images of deformed droplets of initial radius
75 lm (±10%) after startup of a steady shear at a rate of 0.5 s)1
for system A: a–f images of diﬀerent droplets with lens magniﬁcation of 20x [Do=69, 69, 71, 76, 75, and 74 lm, respectively]; g–p
images of a single droplet with the lens magniﬁcation of 4x
[Do=79 lm]

Fig. 7 Schematic drawing of droplet rotation in the ﬂow-gradient
plane

in a circular Couette ﬂow implies that the unusual
oscillatory droplet deformation we observe for system A
is not an artifact of our system geometry. We speculate
that the oscillations arise only in blends for which both
phases are highly elastic, and occur because the diﬀerent
growth periods for the ﬁrst normal stress diﬀerences of
the two phases produce time-delayed imbalances in the
normal stress conditions on the droplet surface.
Eﬀect of Ca on droplet deformation
In this section, the elasticity of the droplet and matrix
phases are held constant by holding the shear rate ﬁxed
at 0.5 s)1. At this shear rate, where the G¢ ratio for blend

A at x=0.5 rad/s is 0.7, we selected various initial
droplet sizes to vary the capillary number at a ﬁxed
droplet/matrix elasticity ratio. The deformation parameter Def* vs time from the second to ﬁfth regimes of the
52, 79, 110, and 120 lm-drops is shown in Fig. 10a. It
can be seen in Fig. 10b that between the second and the
fourth regimes, droplets with higher Ca show a greater
deformation in the ﬂow direction (larger a*/Do). However, for all Ca values in these experiments, nearly the
same value of c/Do is reached at its minimum point at
the boundary between regimes 3 and 4, as shown in
Fig. 10c. For Ca values of 5 and 8, steady shapes are
attained at strains around 1300 and 2000 (times of 2600
and 4000 s), respectively, with larger droplet deformations (more negative Def*) occurring with increasing
capillary number. The larger droplets with diameters of
110 and 120 lm (higher capillary numbers of 11 and 12),
do not attain steady-state shapes. For these droplets, the
vorticity axis, c, rapidly increases for a long period and
the axis in the ﬂow direction (a*) slightly decreases until
the drops eventually break (Fig. 10b,c).

Eﬀect of elasticity on droplet deformation
To investigate the eﬀect of elasticity in system A, the
capillary number was kept constant at 8 and the shear
rate and drop size were varied inversely with respect to
each other. Shear rates of 0.28, 0.5, and 0.8 s)1 were
chosen and the droplet sizes used for these shear rates
were 135 (two runs), 70–79 (repeated experiments), and
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Fig. 10a–c Time-dependent droplet deformation at diﬀerent values
of Ca, controlled by changing the droplet diameter Do
[Do=52 lm; Ca=5 (ﬁlled circles), Do=79 lm; Ca=8 (open
circles), Do=110 lm; Ca=11 (inverted ﬁlled triangles),
Do=120 lm; Ca=12 (inverted open triangles)] at the same shear
rate 0.5 s)1 (and therefore the same elasticity) for system A: a Def*;
b a*/Do; c c/Do

45 lm, respectively. Figure 11a shows that there is a
signiﬁcant decrease in the maximum value of Def* vs t (at
a strain of around 900) as the shear rate (and hence the
elasticity) increases. As shown in Figs. 11b,c, this decrease results mainly from a decrease in a*/Do, rather
than an increase in c/Do. The steady-state value of Def*
in regime ﬁve is nearly the same for all shear rates.

Fig. 11a–c Time-dependent droplet deformation at diﬀerent shear
rates (and therefore diﬀerent elasticities), at a capillary number Ca
of 8, held ﬁxed by varying the initial droplet diameter inversely with
the shear rate for system A: a Def* vs time; b a*/Do vs time; c c/Do
vs time. Three diﬀerent shear rates were used. (1):_c=0.28 s)1, with
Do=135 lm (ﬁlled triangles) and a repeat run at this shear rate
with the same droplet size, Do=135 lm (open triangles)].
(2):_c=0.5 s)1: Do=70 lm (ﬁlled circles), and a repeat run with a
slightly larger droplet, Do=79 lm (open circles). (3)_c=0.8 s)1,
Do=45 lm (ﬁlled squares)]

Steady-state deformation and droplet breakup
mechanism
The strains required to attain steady state at each shear
rate were determined at shear rates of 0.3 and 0.5 s)1 for
system A, and at 1 s)1 for system B. By increasing the
droplet size, the capillary number was varied. As shown
in Fig. 12, when Ca increases, the steady-state defor-
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mation in the vorticity direction increases; i.e., Def*
becomes more negative. This contrasts with the behavior
of a Newtonian system where the steady-state deformation in the ﬂow direction increases monotonically with
Ca (Taylor 1934; Tsakalos et al. 1998; Guido and Villone 1998). Figure 12 shows that a droplet in both systems starts to stretch in the vorticity direction at Ca
around 3. Whereas Mighri and Huneault (2001), using
less viscous liquids, found that at Ca less than 10, an
elastic droplet in a Newtonian matrix deforms along the
ﬂow direction with steady-state deformation increasing
with increasing Ca, until Ca reaches roughly 5, above
which the droplet starts contracting in the ﬂow direction.
At each value of Ca a droplet in our system B deforms
less in the vorticity direction than one in system A (lower
|Def*|; see Fig. 12). This might be the result of the
generally lower elasticity of system B. At the shear rate
of 0.5 s)1 in system A, for droplets larger than 92 lm do
not attain a steady shape, but the droplet eventually
breaks up (see above); this size corresponds to a critical
value of Ca for breakup of around 9, where the corresponding value of Def*c is around )0.27. In addition,
the critical capillary number of system A is somewhat
comparable to the steady state critical Ca, which was
around 6, in Lerdwijitjarud et al. (2002). Their system,
PS(drop)/HDPE(matrix), like ours, had a viscosity ratio
of unity and an N1 ratio of around 0.7. A droplet in
system B breaks at a higher value of Ca (14) than for
system A (9). At the viscosity ratio of unity and N1
ratio of 2, the steady state critical Ca was found to be
around 12 in Lerdwijitjarud et al. (2002). This is slightly
less than Cac of system B. As shown in Fig. 2, the
elasticity ratio (G¢r at the selected shear rate) of system B
is 3–4 times higher than that of system A, which might
account for the diﬀerence in critical capillary numbers
for systems A and B. An alternative explanation might
be that the weaker elasticity of system B produces less
deformation in the vorticity direction than that of sys-

tem A at the same capillary number, and hence a greater
shear rate is required to stretch droplets in system B to
produce rupture. If this latter explanation is correct,
then droplets with intermediate elasticity, high enough
to avoid elongation in the ﬂow direction, but low enough to avoid large elongations in the vorticity direction, will be most resistant to rupture and will break at
the highest capillary number.
In our more elastic blend A, when a constant shear
rate above Cac is applied, a spherical drop deforms nonmonotonically until regime ﬁve is reached and the
droplet then elongates continuously in the vorticity
direction until breakup occurs as shown in Fig. 10a–c.
The droplet breaks when its two ends are quite far apart
and no longer located on nearby streamlines, as shown
in Fig. 13. Mighri and Huneault (2001) found that in a
counter-rotating circular Couette cell, a viscoelastic
droplet breaks when its two ends separated along the
vorticity direction develop unstable motions because of
large velocity diﬀerences between the two moving layers.
A similar instability may occur in our ﬂow.
We note that we could ﬁnd no clear correlation in the
literature or in our data between droplet Weissenberg
number and re-orientation or break-up. The eﬀect of
elasticity may involve a complicated interplay of the ﬁrst
and second normal stress diﬀerences of both phases, and
may couple to viscosity ratio, shear thinning, and capillary number. Careful experiments in which all these
quantities are carefully controlled, along with numerical
simulations of viscoelastic droplet deformation and

Fig. 12 Dependence of steady-state deformation parameter on Ca
for system A: shear rate 0.3 s)1 (open circles), shear rate 0.5 s)1
(ﬁlled triangles), and for system B: shear rate 1 s)1 (shaded squares)]

Fig. 13 Sequence of images during droplet breakup in system A,
Do=120 lm, at a shear rate of 0.5 s)1 (Ca=12). The ﬂow direction
is horizontal, and the vorticity direction vertical
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breakup will be needed to obtain a more quantitative
picture of these fascinating phenomena.

Conclusions
We measured the dynamics of deformation of an elastic
droplet in an elastic matrix by selecting two blend systems with viscosity ratio near unity, but of diﬀerent
elasticities of both droplet and matrix phases with the
Weissenberg number of matrix phase around 0.1–0.5
and of droplet phase around 0.2–0.5. In start up of a
steady shear ﬂow, the diﬀerent elasticities in the polymer
blends produce qualitative diﬀerences in the droplet
deformations that occur before the droplet attains its
steady-state shape. In system A with higher elasticity,
the deformation oscillates several times before reaching

its steady-state shape. In system B with lower elasticity,
the droplet ﬁrst deforms in the shear direction, and
thereafter continuously contacts in the ﬂow direction
until it reaches its steady-state shape. When the capillary
number is increased at ﬁxed shear rate (and hence ﬁxed
elasticity) by increasing the droplet size in system A and
B, the steady-state droplet shape becomes increasingly
elongated in the vorticity direction and develops cusps
along the vorticity axis. In this system A, at still higher
capillary number, droplet breakup occurs when two
ends of a drop elongated in the vorticity direction are
situated on streamlines of diﬀerent velocity which pull
the droplet ends apart, leading to rupture.
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